MEMORANDUM

November 20, 2020

TO: Board of Investment Trustees and Board of Trustees

FROM: Linda Herman, Executive Director

SUBJECT: Environmental, Social, Governance – Required Annual Update – 2020

As detailed in the Board’s Governance Manual, the Boards are required to annually provide a comprehensive report describing the implementation and outcomes of the Board’s ESG policy, including recommendations for updates or revisions to this policy, as part of the year-end reporting process.

This report includes the following:
I. Industry Developments
II. Current Manager ESG Updates and Corporate Engagement
III. Consultant Initiatives
IV. Recent Board Actions
V. Staff Research

I. Industry Developments

• **Department of Labor Proposes Rule Cracking Down on ESG** – On June 23, 2020, the Department of Labor (DOL) issued a proposed regulation defining plan fiduciaries’ duties under the ERISA act when considering making investments that incorporate ESG considerations. The proposed rule adds new recordkeeping requirements setting forth how plan fiduciaries can meet their fiduciary obligations when making ESG investments. This ruling demonstrates continued scrutiny from the DOL regarding ESG investing practices. As shown on a subsequent page, the Board sent a letter to the DOL in opposition of the proposed guidance given the Board’s belief that ESG considerations can have a meaningful impact on the risk and return profile of an investment.

• **Iowa Public Employees’ Retirement System Rejects Fossil Fuel Divestment** – In June of 2020, the Iowa Public Employees’ Retirement System (IPERS), a $35 billion public pension plan, rejected calls to divest their portfolio from fossil fuels. Their rejection noted that “The system or the Board would not support investment policies or strategies which seek to promote specific social issues or agendas through investment or divestment of IPERS’ assets. To act otherwise would be construed as a violation of fiduciary duty and could endanger the System’s tax-exempt status.”
• **Minnesota State Board of Investments Rejects Fossil Fuel Divestment** – In November 2019, the Minnesota State Board of Investments, a $102 billion public pension plan, rejected calls to divest their portfolio from fossil fuels. This decision was supported by their general investment consultant, Meketa Investment Group, who noted that “divestment of fossil fuels does not impact the demand for non-renewable energy and, therefore, does not directly impact carbon emissions; gives up the SBI’s shareowner voting rights and transfers those rights to parties that may not share the SBI’s investment beliefs and proxy voting policies; and risks divestment from firms that may be actively transitioning to renewable energy as they continue to own non-renewable assets.”

• **New Mexico Educational Retirement Board Divests from Private Prisons** – In October of 2020, the New Mexico Educational Retirement Board (NMERB), a $13 billion pension, recently voted to divest from their two private prison holdings, CoreCivic and GEO Group. Given that these are relatively small companies, it was deemed that such a divestment would have a “de minimis” impact on the entire portfolio.

• **Rhode Island State Pension Divests from Private Prisons and Gun Manufacturers** – In January of 2020, the Rhode Island State Investment Commission (SIC), a $9 billion pension, recently voted to divest from their holdings of private prisons and assault weapon manufacturers. Given that these investments represented less than $250,000 of the portfolio, or 0.003% of assets, it was deemed that such a divestment would have a “de minimis” impact on the entire portfolio.

• **Georgetown and GW University Divest of Their Fossil Fuel Holdings** – Georgetown and George Washington University, who have endowments of $1.8 billion and $2.3 billion, respectively, announced they will be divesting of their fossil fuel holdings. These endowments will halt any new investments in fossil fuel companies immediately and will phase out their current holdings in these companies over the next five years.

• **PRI Signatory Growth** – The number of signatories to the Principles for Responsible Investment reached 3,372 by the end of September 2020. Over the last year, this group has grown by 25%, which includes an addition of 70 institutional investors, 449 investment managers, and 58 service providers. Montgomery County became a signatory in October 2019.

**II. Current Manager ESG Updates and Corporate Engagement**

• **Private Equity Manager** – This fund that was recently added to the portfolio and has developed an ESG Policy that attempts to measure potential risks and opportunities at both the general partner and portfolio company level. Some of the metrics that the manager uses are shown below:

  **Environmental**
  • Total annual energy spend across all facilities
  • Adoption of renewable energy
  • E-Waste – This is particularly important for technology businesses. The manager asks that each portfolio company uses certified disposal companies to dispose of electronic equipment that is no longer needed.

  **Social**
  • Employee turnover rates
  • Analysis of non-discrimination and anti-harassment policies
  • Analysis of employee/HR handbooks
• Quality of family leave policies and procedures
• Existence of employee wellness programs

Governance
• Cybersecurity and privacy concerns – the manager will analyze whether there have been breaches over the last 5 years in either area.
• Analysis of policies and procedures surrounding business continuity.
• Analysis of litigation that a portfolio company may be involved in.

• **Private Real Assets Manager** – Recently hired a manager focused on making control equity investments in middle market renewable power assets, primarily wind and solar. The manager is helping to support a more sustainable future of clean energy. Each investment into a renewable energy source serves to reduce society’s carbon footprint and the amount of air pollution caused from the reliance on traditional fossil fuels. As an example, the manager estimates that once fully deployed, their portfolio will generate 2,800,000 MWs of renewable energy annually which will offset approximately 683,000 metric tons of CO2 from polluting the air. This is roughly equivalent to the removal of 148,000 cars from the roads. In addition, while solar and wind projects are inherently good for the environment, prior to the construction of any new asset, the manager will evaluate any potential environmental impact and ensure that any necessary prevention and mitigation efforts are implemented.

• **Private Real Assets Manager** – A private real assets manager focused on the midstream energy infrastructure space invests in a company that transports water out of hydrocarbon producing areas via pipeline. This strategy has been well received by both customers and regulators. The company’s pipelines also directly reduce the amount of 18-wheeler trucks on the road that were previously used to transport produced water. According to the Environmental Defense Fund, the average 18-wheeler in the U.S. emits 161.8 grams of CO2 per ton-mile. At 5 million miles and an estimated loaded weight of 40 tons for a water truck, the company has eliminated over 30,000 metric tons of CO2 emissions in the Bakken alone, which is equivalent to removing over 6,500 passenger vehicles from the road. The company also has stringent standards and systems in place to monitor real time data of its pipelines to detect any mechanical integrity that could lead to issues.

• **Private Debt Manager** – This manager focuses on making debt investments into renewable power developers and recently issued their annual impact report for the last year. They estimate that over the past year, 2.1 million metric tons of CO2 were offset by their investments, which is equivalent to planting 43 million trees, replacing 293 million gallons of gasoline, or removing 552,000 vehicle miles driven for one year.

• **Private Real Estate Manager** – This real estate manager makes significant investments in grocery-anchored retail centers across the U.S. The manager works toward creating community-oriented retail centers. Each tenant is chosen based on the needs of the community and not just as a profit center. For instance, in one of their retail properties, the manager had the opportunity to rent a space to a restaurant at a higher rent, but they declined the offer after assessing that a more suitable tenant could contribute stronger to the property/community (e.g. instead of a shrimp restaurant they are looking for a business that is family friendly). From an environmental standpoint, each potential investment will undergo, at a minimum, a Phase 1 environmental inspection conducted by a third-party environmental consultant. Some of the managers environmental initiatives include:
● Reducing energy usage through retrofitting lighting to lower energy using LED lights within the warehouse space as well as the exterior parking fields at retail and industrial assets.

● Reducing water usage at each of its assets. The GP redesigns and implements new landscaping schemes at its retail and industrial assets with lower water-using plantings and incorporates the use of hardscape alternatives.

● Improving the local ecosystem surrounding its assets by engaging with architects and local consultants.

● **Long Duration Fixed Income Manager** – In late 2019, the manager began to reduce their exposure to a food company after the SEC began an investigation into the company’s accounts which led to management turnover. The manager spoke to the treasurer, and strongly encouraged their team to adopt a more conservative financial profile as the company addresses some of its governance and operating challenges. The manager did not get the corporate governance response they were looking for, so they continued to reduce their position. This manager also developed reporting for their investment teams that include third party ESG data from Sustainalytics, a leading global provider of ESG and corporate governance research and ratings to investors, to enable the firm’s investment professionals to be aware of ESG trends within their portfolio.

● **Long Duration Fixed Income Manager** – The manager reduced its allocation to a U.S. bank following concerns raised during bond offerings for the Malaysian development bank in 2013. Several years later, criminal charges were filed seeking fines for allegedly misappropriating bond proceeds as well as $600 million in related fees. While the manager has benefitted from an underweight to the bank, they have recently been engaging with the company to better understand the scope of the misconduct and understand the willingness and ability of the company to address the governance shortfalls that led to these issues.

● **High Yield Fixed Income Manager** – Invested in a global automaker that has made combatting climate change a strategic priority and has demonstrated significant ESG commitments including meeting CO2 reduction targets in the US and Europe, while providing industry leading disclosures in addition to a long history of investor engagement. The company plans to invest $11 billion through 2022 for new hybrid and fully electric (EV) models. Since 2017, the company has also achieved a 30% reduction in CO2 per vehicle with a goal of a further 18% reduction by 2023. The manager has engaged with this manager for several years, having met at least annually to discuss ESG priorities, including the company’s electrification strategies, board composition and governance, as well as warranty and recall costs.

● **High Yield Fixed Income Manager** – Invested in a midstream energy company that has shown leadership in implementing clean environment technologies in the oil and gas industry, such as advanced completion techniques (balanced drill outs) to minimize the amount of methane gas that reaches the surface and requires combustion by flaring, closed loop mud systems to eliminate the need for disposing of drilling muds in a separately excavated pit, and green completion units for completion flowback, which are essentially eliminating methane emissions. They also invest in a packaging company that manufactures metal and glass containers for food and beverages that are more sustainable than single use plastics. The manager believes that there will be a shift both in consumer preference and government regulation in the coming years that will lead to increased demand for this type of packaging.

● **Domestic Equity Manager** – The manager recently purchased a healthcare company that they previously refused to own due to corporate governance concerns. The manager engaged with the
company on this issue and were pleased when the company announced several governance improvements, particularly regarding board structure. The manager believes this move unlocks value in the stock and makes the company a more attractive investment as well as acquisition candidate. The manager also engaged an electronics company to encourage the firm to address a lack of diversity on its board of directors.

- **Domestic Equity Manager** – This manager expanded their ESG research team in 2020, hiring a new ESG analyst. The firm’s Sustainability Team also added a dedicated policy manager focused on regulatory, third-party, and client concerns. The firm’s Climate Research Team added a dedicated transition risk analyst to focus on the transition to a lower carbon economy and the investment implications of such a shift. The Client Research Team continues to help portfolio managers assess potential impacts of climate change on companies, economies, and society. This manager also recently hired a Head of Responsible Investing.

- **International Equity Manager** – Purchased a French-based energy management and industrial automation company with a business model now fully positioned to support the energy transition process, with 75% of revenues from energy management and 25% from industrial automation. Their products decrease energy use by 13%, and they have saved 110 million tons of CO2 on their customers end since 2018. Their superior positioning on sustainability gives them an edge on fundamentals with higher growth and free cash flow generation. The company also recently defined their impact goals, which align with the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, which are quantified and reported semi-annually.

- **International Equity Manager** – As part of this manager’s ESG due diligence process for a European industrial gas company, they interviewed several former employees involved in the firm’s green energy program. Their research found that the firm had made material commitments to sustainability issues that went beyond lip service. This included hefty investments in the hydrogen energy value chain, such as technology to reduce the carbon footprint of hydrogen production. The company appeared to be genuinely positioning themselves for an increasingly decarbonized world and were active in promoting the commercialization of hydrogen fuel-cell technology. These findings strengthened the manager’s conviction in the investment and gave reassurance that the company would ultimately be rewarded by environmental regulations instead of being targeted by them.

- **International Equity Manager** – During a discussion with a Mexican retail store’s management, the manager asked about the company’s pricing policies versus their peer group. From a social standpoint, it was very interesting that their peers were aggressively passing on pricing from any sort of commodity inflation/currency depreciation onto customers, while this particular retail store was choosing to absorb it. Essentially, despite the fact that the retail store knew that they had the pricing power and the ability to charge more during a period when certain goods were scarce, they decided to opt for the more socially beneficial option which would draw less criticism from their customers or the government, engendering more goodwill long term, despite leaving some of the economics on the table today. The manager expressed their approval of the strategy.

- **International Equity Manager** – The manager purchased a leading wind turbine business. Over the years, much of the manager’s analysis has focused on capital allocation and competition within the industry. This has largely been driven by government subsidies to renewable energy, making prices competitive versus fossil fuel power generation, as nations try to meet their climate commitments to reduce the growth in greenhouse gas emissions. Over time, this company made significant investments, improving the efficiencies of their turbines and reducing costs, so that in
many countries they can now compete with other fuel sources on an unsubsidized basis. In the meantime, many less efficient competitors have had to exit the industry.

- **International Equity Manager** – The manager recently decided not to participate in a Canadian IPO due to the murky background of a major acquisition they had made a year ago in the U.K. The founder of the company they had acquired has spent time in prison for fraud and has a history of inter-company transaction that the manager’s local contacts believe have severely short-changed minority investors. While the operating numbers looked appealing, the manager felt that the local network in combination with their knowledge of the founder influenced their decision to stay away even though they had no negative view of the company itself.

- **International Equity Manager** – The manager voted against the remuneration of the CEO of a British shipping company due to a very low degree of transparency. They subsequently met with the chairman of the remuneration committee to discuss, which led to the committee agreeing to improve transparency. While the company provided a slight improvement in CEO compensation, the manager did not see it as being enough, so they voted against it again. Soon after, the manager decided to exit the position due to a combination of not delivering earnings to the manager’s expectations (which further proved the point about compensation transparency) as well as an increased uncertainty for the outlook of the shipping industry.

- **International Equity Manager** – The manager purchased a Korean chemicals company. This company traditionally was focused on petrochemical production, primarily commodity plastics. However, the company also operates a business focused on the design and manufacturing of Lithium-ion batteries. This business segment was historically focused on small scale applications such as smartphones, over the last ten years the company as emerged as a leading producer of batteries for large scale applications, most importantly for electric vehicles. This company is a clear beneficiary of the global drive to meet emissions targets through increased electric vehicle adoption.

- **International Equity Manager** – Purchased an industrial gas company following meeting with management over the years that solidified the belief in the company’s strong culture of corporate governance. In addition, the company had a very well-articulated and outlined ESG strategy specifically targeting goals of carbon neutrality and environmental impacts along with a strong outlook for long term earnings growth. This company also has a strong footprint and exciting opportunity for growth in the market for hydrogen, which is being touted by the European Union and others as a more environmentally friendly choice for the future of many industrial processes.

- **International Equity Manager** – This manager sold two Hong Kong-based companies due to corporate governance issues that were not apparent at the time of investment. The first involves a company that purchased the Chairman’s yacht and the second was a water utility company that was involved in a related party transaction where the manager was concerned a premium price was being paid by the company to the related party.

- **Listed Infrastructure Manager** – This manager continues to maintain a heavy underweight to the energy infrastructure sector due to general investor aversion to the sector combined against the rise of ESG investing, overhang from financial distress in the exploration and production (E&P) sector, commodity price uncertainty due to COVID-19 and OPEC concerns, and 2020 election risks to the sector in the event of a Biden/democratic victory. Taken together, despite the large sell-off in energy infrastructure, they have maintained a sizable underweight position. The manager has also
further adjusted their allocation within the utilities sector due to the ongoing energy transition. The manager continues to focus on dedicated renewable companies and increased their exposure to more diversified utilities that are “greening” their fleets.

- **Public Real Estate Manager** – The manager recently purchased a Japanese office REIT focused on improving its ESG focus. The company was recently given 4 stars by GRESB, a sustainability benchmark for real assets, in the most recent survey. Additionally, 93% of their buildings have green building certifications, which is the highest among Japanese REITS. The manager also increased their position in a Singapore-based retail REIT, which is the highest scoring in the country from an overall MSCI ESG rating standpoint. This manager continues to marry their own internal ESG ratings with third-party ratings from MSCI. In the coming year, they plan to develop a proprietary ESG score to provide a more structured assessment.

- **Global Equity Manager** – In a trade session in 2020, the manager’s portfolio construction process generated a proposed buy of shares of a U.S. industrial stock. The proposed trade was driven by a variety of considerations, the manager’s quantitative process proposed this purchase in part because of the stock’s ESG characteristics, which reduced the perceived risk associated with the position. This industrial company scores above average on each component of ESG, and particularly on the environmental component.

- **Global Equity Manager** – This manager became a signatory to the United Nations’ Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI) in 2020. In addition, the manager also formalized a firmwide ESG policy during the year. The manager also invests with a global spirits manufacturer that about how they are promoting broader diversity amongst their management team and board. After the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, this company also donated pure alcohol and producing hand sanitizer at large scale in France, Sweden, Ireland, Sweden, and the U.S.

### III. Consultant Initiatives and Approach to ESG

- **NEPC (General Consultant)** – Over the last 12 months, NEPC created a climate change asset allocation framework that seeks to incorporate climate risk into forward looking return and risk expectations. They also expanded the breadth of their ESG ratings. Nearly 70% of their manager coverage universe has now been given an ESG rating by NEPC. Additionally, NEPC wrote a letter in opposition to the recent DOL ruling on ESG, citing their belief that ESG considerations are financially material to investment decision making. Their letter noted that “this proposal is likely to have the perverse effect of dissuading fiduciaries, even against their better judgement, from offering options for their plans that consider ESG factors as part of the evaluation of material financial criteria”. NEPC also published several white papers on ESG, which covered the areas of climate change, impact investing, COVID-19, diversity and inclusion, and sustainability.

- **Franklin Park Associates (Private Equity Consultant)** – During the last year, Franklin Park developed tools to better integrate ESG due diligence into their investment process. This further integration includes an updated due diligence questionnaire and assessment matrix that Franklin Park uses to evaluate candidate fund managers. They also continued to enhance their coverage of the clean energy and sustainable investment market, including publishing market research papers, developing ESG manager market maps, and evaluating over 50 fund managers that focus on ESG.

- **Aberdeen (Private Real Assets Consultant)** – In the last year, the Aberdeen Private Real Assets team has added a requirement to include a comprehensive ESG review within their final investment
committee presentations for all investment managers. This document includes a review of environmental, social, governance considerations as well as an overall analysis on the investment manager’s overall dedication to ESG at the firm level, which includes items such as diversity and inclusion, adoption of leading industry standards such as the Principles for Responsible Investing (PRI), and a review of the firm’s ESG Policy. During the year, Aberdeen also completed a comprehensive ESG review of the private real estate sector, which detailed various considerations across environmental, social, and governance factors, provided an overview of the various ESG reporting frameworks within the real estate sector, and provided highlights of ESG actions taken by various real estate managers within our private real estate portfolio.

IV. Recent Board Actions

- **Letter to the DOL on ESG Proposal** – In July 2020, the Boards sent a letter to the Department of Labor in opposition of their proposed rule “Financial Factors in Selecting Plan Investments.” Staff, and the Boards, believe that this rule would make it more difficult for fiduciaries to consider financially material ESG factors as part of their investment decision making process. Some highlights from the letter include:

  “The Plans have incorporated environmental, social, and governance (ESG) considerations into their investment policies related to all investments considered or made by the Plans. The policies also apply to investment consultants and investment managers hired by the Plans and provides guidance to them on investment due diligence matters.”

  “ESG integration is essential to fulfill our fiduciary obligations to engage in the appropriate analysis of the risks and returns of any investment as we believe ESG related issues can impact the risk and return characteristics of an investment. We believe that the Proposal misconstrues ESG integration and would lead to confusion and costs for our Plans. Given the challenges that the Proposal would create for Plans like ours, we urge you to allow the existing guidance to remain in effect and not move forward with the final rule. If the Proposal goes into effect, it will undermine our ability to act in the long-term best interest of our beneficiaries.”

- **ESG Monitoring and Evaluation** – Sustainalytics, a leading global provider of ESG and corporate governance research and ratings to investors, ran a Climate Portfolio Risk Report for our public equity, fixed income, and real assets portfolio. They analyzed our portfolio across five metrics – carbon risk rating, carbon intensity, fossil fuel revenue exposure, stranded asset risk, and carbon solutions. Our portfolio was more favorable relative to the benchmark on four of the five metrics.

  o **Carbon Risk Rating** – This rating quantifies the company’s exposure and management of material carbon issues in its own operations as well as its products in services – Overall, our portfolio has a 3% lower carbon risk than the benchmark.

  o **Carbon Intensity** – This is a relative metric used to compare company emissions across industries and is scaled by total revenue. Overall, our portfolio is 19% less carbon intensive than the benchmark.

  o **Fossil Fuel Revenue Exposure** – This measures the percentage of revenue that companies derive from thermal coal extraction, coal-based power generation, oil and gas production,
oil and gas-based power generation, and oil and gas-related products and services. Overall, our portfolio has 24% less exposure to fossil fuels than the benchmark.

- **Stranded Asset Risk** – This score assesses the financial risk associated with fossil fuel production and reserves, and any specific involvement in high cost fossil fuel projects. Overall, our portfolio has 14% more exposure to stranded asset risk than the benchmark. The high yield bond manager that held a company with a high stranded asset risk has recently sold this position, which brings our portfolio closer to the index in this category. Additionally, our holdings with the highest stranded asset risk are in fixed income securities with near-term maturities, meaning that long-term stranded asset risk is less relevant.

- **Carbon Solutions** – Measures the percentage of revenue that companies derive from green transportation and renewable energy. Overall, our portfolio has 10% more exposure to carbon solutions than the benchmark.

- **CERES** – The Boards joined the CERES Investor Network in 2018 to gain a better understanding of climate risk within the portfolios, explore opportunities embedded in the clean energy economy, and develop a dialogue with other institutional investors on ESG related matters. Since joining, Staff has been an active participant in the Disclosure Working Group, which seeks to push companies to disclose all relevant sustainability information using the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) guidelines as well as additional sector-relevant indicators. The goal of this working group is for more companies to disclose material sustainability risks and opportunities within their financial filings.

- **CFA Institute ESG Expert Network** – Investment Staff will be actively participating in the CFA ESG Expert Network, a diverse working group to share knowledge and resources focused on integrating ESG best practices. The CFA Institute is a leading global association for investment professionals.

V. Staff Research

- **Ivy League Endowment Divestment Activities** – Staff analyzed the fossil fuel divestment activities of the eight Ivy League endowments, considered by many to be the most sophisticated institutional investors across the globe. To date, none of the eight institutions have divested of fossil fuels and several of them re-affirmed their aversion to such a strategy over the last year. Quotes from many of these endowments over the last year are shown below:

  “Yale’s managers make critical decisions about what investments are selected for Yale’s portfolio and what issue are raised with company management teams. Given the nature of Yale’s investment strategy, direct dialogue with its managers is the most effective means of addressing climate change risk in the portfolio.” -David Swensen, Chief Investment Officer at Yale

  “Right or wrong, divestment is just not effective. I don’t see how it does any good. In some ways, if people think that that’s all they need to do, and that it lets them off the hook that’s a really easy way out of doing the hard work of actually making real change.” -Christina Paxson, President of Brown University

  “The answer is right now; we do not have any such divestment plan. We make a difference in the world through our teaching and research and the quality of that teaching and research,
rather than by taking a symbolic stance with our endowment.” Christopher Eisengruber, President of Princeton University

- **Divergence of ESG Ratings Across Firms** – MIT recently published a paper titled “Aggregate Confusion: The Divergence of ESG Ratings” which shows how noisy and sometimes unreliable ESG ratings can be when different ESG ratings agencies classify things in different ways. The paper investigates the divergence of ESG ratings across six prominent ratings agencies, namely, MSCI, Sustainalytics, Moody’s, SP Global, and IVA. The study compared ESG ratings to credit ratings and noted that the correlation between a company’s rating with one credit rating agency and another was 0.91, indicating very high correlation. Conversely, this figure was only 0.61 for ESG ratings. The study decomposed the divergence into three sources: different scope of categories, different measures of categories, and different weights of categories. The paper discussed the Sustainability Initiative, a collaboration between MIT and MassPRIM, that seeks to improve ESG measurement in the financial sector.

- **Relationship Between Gold and Climate Change** – The World Gold Council, the leading global advocacy organization for the gold industry, recently issued a report on the current and future impacts of climate change on gold. The study focused on both the gold industry’s greenhouse gas intensity and carbon footprint in addition to the portfolio diversification benefits of holding gold during climate change driven periods of market volatility. A high-level summary is shown below:
  - Gold’s downstream uses such as jewelry, electronic products, and gold bullion, have very limited impact on gold’s overall carbon footprint.
  - The biggest driver of gold’s carbon footprint is the gold supply chain, namely the energy and fuel use in gold production. The World Gold Council believes that the industry can achieve a net zero emissions goal by 2050 and believes the industry will have an easier path to zero relative to other industries such as agriculture, cement, steel, chemicals, and shipping.
  - Heightened market volatility and uncertainty from climate-related risks should be supportive of future gold demand, given the metal’s role as a portfolio hedge.
  - Gold’s risk-return profile is likely to be relatively robust in the context of climate-related transition risks, particularly relative to other mainstream assets.

- **Moody’s View on Impact of Fossil Fuel Divestment** – Moody’s Corporation, one of the leading credit rating agencies, does not believe divestment campaigns to be a threat to the oil and gas sector. They noted that university endowments and governmental pension funds have never represented a significant source of capital for the energy sector. Additionally, they don’t believe that divestment would impact the financing market for the sector given the abundance of capital from other sources.

- **Climate Change Risk for Commercial Real Estate Sector** - Morgan Stanley Capital Investment, has created a model that seeks to assess the risk of climate change on the commercial real estate sector. Given the physical nature of real estate relative to other instruments such as stocks or bonds, it is crucial for investors to understand that potential physical and transition risks of the properties they own. This model is called the MSCI Real Estate Climate Value-at-Risk (Climate VaR) and it seeks to demonstrate how the nature and magnitude of physical risks may differ across assets and portfolios. With a sample of 671 assets from the MSCI US Annual Property Index, the firm assessed two critical physical risks: coastal flooding and tropical storms. The geographic with the highest risk from these two occurrences are the New York/New Jersey and Miami-Fort Lauderdale metropolitan areas.